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ABSTRACT:
Environment-observing vehicle camera self-calibration using a structure from motion (SfM) algorithm allows calibration over vehicle
lifetime without the need of special calibration objects being present in the calibration images. Scene-specific problems with featurebased correspondence search and reconstruction during the SfM pipeline might be caused by critical objects like moving objects,
poor-texture objects or reflecting objects and might have negative influence on camera calibration. In this contribution, a method to use
semantic road scene knowledge by means of semantic masks for a semantic-guided SfM algorithm is proposed to make the calibration
more robust. Semantic masks are used to exclude image parts showing critical objects from feature extraction, whereby semantic
knowledge is obtained by semantic segmentation of the road scene images. The proposed method is tested with an image sequence
recorded in a suburban road scene. It has been shown that semantic guidance leads to smaller deviations of the estimated interior
orientation and distortion parameters from reference values obtained by test field calibration compared to a standard SfM algorithm.

1. CALIBRATION OF ON-BOARD VEHICLE
CAMERAS
Environment perception is one of the key enablers of advanced
driver assistance systems in vehicles and especially on the way
to autonomous driving. Different types of sensors for environment perception can be found on board of vehicles (Winner et
al., 2015) (Ziebinski et al., 2016). Ultrasonic, radar, LiDAR
sensors and cameras are together covering applications ranging
from centimeters till few hundred meters, like parking assistance
(Zhang et al., 2014), object detection (Hanel et al., 2018) or adaptive cruise control. Compared to other environment-perceiving
sensors, cameras are small, cheap (Janai et al., 2017), provide
high-resolution data and are therefore of special interest for massproduced vehicles. While thermal-infrared cameras are typically
used for applications in nighttime scenarios, are RGB cameras
operating in the visible spectrum complementary for daytime scenarios (Zhang et al., 2014) (Janai et al., 2017). For many applications, especially on-board forward-looking cameras are highly relevant as they are observing the upcoming driveway of the
vehicle. Though nowadays forward-looking cameras have been
used in a stereo camera system (Dang et al., 2009) (Keller et al.,
2011), a mono camera (Enzweiler and Gavrila, 2009) is easier
to integrate into the vehicle design, even cheaper (Dubey, 2016)
and synchronization problems between multiple sensors are not
relevant (Azzopardi et al., 2010).
Having a calibrated camera is essential for various automotive
applications of cameras like measuring distances or speed from
images (Ribeiro et al., 2006) (Dubey, 2016), when 3D reasoning
is required (Janai et al., 2017) or for multi sensor fusion (Geiger
et al., 2012) (Heng et al., 2014). Today, on-board cameras are
often calibrated by test field calibration, often using special test
fields for automotive end-of-production-line calibration (Ernst et
al., 1999) (Hella Gutmann Solutions GmbH, 2016) or by selfcalibration during calibration drives on public roads (Thatcham
Research and ADAS Repair Group, 2016) with appropriate road
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objects, for example lane markings (Ribeiro et al., 2006) (Paula
et al., 2014) or traffic signs (Hanel and Stilla, 2018). One limiting aspect of these approaches is that they require certain objects
to be available in the scene. Another limiting factor is that these
approaches typically provide only a small number of reference
points obtained from a test field or from single road objects, additionally often covering only parts of the complete image, which
could lead to negative influence on the quality of camera calibration (Luhmann et al., 2006).

Figure 1. Top left: RGB road scene image as acquired by a
vehicle camera. Top right: Semantic image obtained by semantic
segmentation of the RGB image. Bottom left: Semantic mask
obtained from semantic segments of the class vehicle and from
the fix-pixel segment of the ego-car. Bottom right: SIFT feature
keypoints detected in the RGB image considering only the
non-masked image parts.
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3D reconstruction and localization algorithms like visual SLAM
(e.g. (Mur-Artal and Tardós, 2017)) or structure from motion
(e.g. (Schönberger and Frahm, 2016)) allow for self-calibration
of cameras given an image sequence. In a typical workflow of
these approaches, correspondences between different images of
the sequence are established and both camera pose and a 3D representation of the scene captured in the images obtained consecutively. For both approaches, even sparse 3D reconstructions have
- depending on the number of images - typically several thousand 3D points that can be used as reference points for calibration, which has been reported to be an important factor for camera calibration (Stamatopoulos and Fraser, 2014). Furthermore,
for mono cameras (Bertozzi et al., 2010) and especially for multi camera systems (Heng et al., 2014), (Zabatani et al., 2017),
thermal of mechanical effects in vehicles could effect on-board
cameras and deteriorate the quality of camera calibration over vehicle lifetime. These effects could make parameters estimated by
previous camera calibration invalid and life-long repetitive calibration desirable, wherefore a self-calibration approach working
in all kinds of road scenes is highly favorable.
Applied to images of road scenes, 3D reconstruction and localization algorithms solely based on appearance features might suffer
from problems caused by road scene-specific groups of critical
objects. As first group, objects with reflecting surfaces like building windows, vehicle window panes or metallic vehicle paint
could lead to incorrect feature correspondences. As second group,
poor-texture objects with large homogeneous areas like sky or
with small-scale repetitive textures like tarmac could lead to incorrect correspondences as well. As third group, moving objects
like pedestrians or other vehicles or trees in the wind could cause
a bad reconstruction as 2D image points of the same feature in
different images might not be related to the same 3D road scene
point even for correct matches. These scene-specific problems
with correspondence search and reconstruction could subsequently have negative influence on vehicle camera self-calibration. As
these problems can be related to certain groups of objects, a priori knowledge about object groups shown in road scene images
could be used to avoid negative influences on camera calibration.
As correspondence search covers the complete image, semantic
segmentation methods providing pixel-wise semantic knowledge
about the objects shown in an image can be used.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• A new method for on-board vehicle camera self-calibration
by a semantic-guided structure from motion algorithm, whereby semantic knowledge about objects being present in images is applied to create semantic masks disabling feature
extraction in image parts showing critical objects like moving objects in order to make calibration more robust.
• An analysis of the effect of different semantic classes used
for creating semantic masks on the structure from motion
algorithm and on the consecutive global bundle adjustment.
• An analysis and statistical evaluation of the interior and distortion parameters estimated by the proposed method in comparison to a reference calibration with a 3D test field.
2. RELATED WORK
2.1

3D reconstruction and localization

3D reconstruction of the environment and localization can be
achieved by approaches like structure from motion (SfM), visual

SLAM and visual odometry based on data from different kinds
of sensors, like monocular (Engel et al., 2014), (Mur-Artal et al.,
2015), stereo (Wang et al., 2017), or RGB-D (Henry et al., 2012),
(Nießner et al., 2013) cameras, or LiDAR (Jiang et al., 2016),
(Graeter et al., 2018), for example. SfM can be seen as the more
general approach compared to visual odometry and visual SLAM
aiming at a globally consistent system of a 3D reconstruction of
the environment including all camera poses. Unlike the other two
kinds of approaches, SfM methods typically don’t aim at incremental processing or real-time performance, whereby computationally expensive offline optimization steps (i.e. bundle adjustment) allow to obtain global consistency even without requiring
looped trajectories (Scaramuzza and Fraundorfer, 2011). As there
are no real-time requirements and extensive optimization is favorable for camera calibration, the proposed method relies on a SfM
method for 3D reconstruction. Further, the proposed method uses
an indirect method for 3D reconstruction and localization, i.e. a
method relying on feature descriptors like SIFT (Lowe, 1999) or
SURF (Bay et al., 2006), in contrast to a direct method comparing
intensities between different image patches, as for the later ones
problems have been reported for auto exposure cameras and in
the case of vignetting (Bergmann et al., 2018), which both could
apply for on-board cameras, besides often suffering in the case of
large motions between consecutive images (Younes et al., 2019),
which could apply for images recorded at high vehicle velocities.
2.2

Automotive camera self-calibration

On-board cameras in vehicles might be installed in different kinds of sensor settings, therefore there have been calibration approaches proposed for mono cameras (Miksch et al., 2010), for
multi camera systems or for multi sensor systems (Dang et al.,
2009) (Rehder et al., 2017) like camera and LiDAR (Geiger et
al., 2012), (Levinson and Thrun, 2013). Though this contribution
proposes a method to be used with a mono camera, it can be easily
extended for a multi camera or multi sensor setting. Approaches
for automotive camera self-calibration are either aiming at intrinsic calibration (Houben, 2014), (Keivan and Sibley, 2015) (Hanel
and Stilla, 2018), i.e. estimating the interior orientation and distortion parameters of the cameras, at extrinsic calibration (Ruland
et al., 2010), (Heng et al., 2014), i.e. estimating the parameters of
the exterior orientation, or at both (Heng et al., 2013). The proposed method allows for both intrinsic and extrinsic calibration
simultaneously.
Some approaches for automotive camera self-calibration rely on
object-specific features on road objects like road markings (Ribeiro
et al., 2006) or traffic signs (Hanel and Stilla, 2018) and are often constrained by scene conditions like a flat ground plane (e.g.
(Catala-Prat et al., 2006)), the presence of the objects, or by special driving behavior, like the need to driving nearly parallel to
the markings (Ribeiro et al., 2006). In contrast, approaches relying on image features detected by descriptors like SIFT (Dang et
al., 2009) or SURF (Heng et al., 2014) are typically not subject
to the aforementioned constraints. Though, robustness might be
hard to achieve by a SfM method for camera self-calibration due
to problems with correspondence search in road scene images,
as reported by (Ruland et al., 2010) for the cases of poor illumination or poor road textures. Additionally it has been reported
that moving cars or pedestrians could have negative influence on
camera calibration, wherefore some methods include special outlier removal steps to make calibration more robust, like (Dang et
al., 2009). To overcome both problems, the proposed method
uses additional semantic knowledge to exclude critical objects
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from correspondence search and subsequently from the reference
points for calibration.
2.3

Semantic segmentation

Semantic segmentation (Ronneberger et al., 2015), (Chen et al.,
2016), (Shelhamer et al., 2017), (Badrinarayanan et al., 2017),
(Chen et al., 2018a) aims at predicting a semantic image (figure 1 top right) giving pixel-wise information about the semantic class of objects shown in the corresponding RGB image (figure 1 top left). For semantic segmentation of road scene images,
often classes like vegetation, vehicle, building or road are distinguished, often based on the class definition by (Cordts et al.,
2016). While a segment obtained by semantic segmentation can
contain multiple individual objects of this class, do approaches
for instance segmentation (Hariharan et al., 2014), (He et al.,
2017) distinguish individual objects by pixel-wise segments. In
contrast, methods for object detection (Ren et al., 2017), (Liu et
al., 2016), (Redmon and Farhadi, 2017)), (Girshick et al., 2014)
typically describe objects only by an enclosing rectangle. Both
methods for instance segmentation and object detection do typically address only object classes of interest, like pedestrians or
cars, wherefore no knowledge about the semantics of image parts
showing other objects is obtained. As image features might be
detected in all image parts, pixel-wise knowledge for the complete image as obtained by semantic segmentation is favorable
and therefore used in the proposed method.
2.4

Semantic 3D reconstruction and localization

3. SEMANTIC ROAD SCENE KNOWLEDGE AS A
PRIORI INFORMATION FOR SELF-CALIBRATION
In this section, the proposed approach for using semantic road
scene knowledge as a priori information for a 3D reconstruction
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Semantic knowledge has been already used in previous work together with 3D reconstruction and localization approaches. As
one example (Li and Belaroussi, 2016), (Mahe et al., 2018) and
(Runz et al., 2018) enrich the 3D reconstruction by assigning semantic information to the 3D points. As another example, (Hirzer
et al., 2017), (Schönberger et al., 2018) use semantic knowledge
for localization within a 3D reconstruction. More similar to the
proposed method, (Murali et al., 2017) integrate semantic knowledge into the 3D reconstruction and localization pipeline at different stages: during feature tracking, 3D reconstruction and the
navigation process. In contrast to our work, they are working
with gray value images only, are aiming at real-time navigation
and are assuming sensors that have been already calibrated. Also similar to the proposed method, (Wang et al., 2018) and (Yu et
al., 2018) are using knowledge about the presence of dynamic objects in images to remove feature outliers to make the 3D reconstruction more robust. Both methods are treating movable objects
by special processing steps, underlining their potential for causing problems when using 3D reconstruction and localization approaches for self-calibration in dynamic environments like public
road scenes. Most similar to the proposed method, (Kaneko et
al., 2018) propose to exclude image parts from feature extraction
based on semantic knowledge obtained by image-based semantic
segmentation. In empirical studies, they have found that sky and
car are the most relevant classes for exclusion. In contrast to their
work, the method proposed in this paper relies on SfM instead of
visual SLAM, focuses on camera calibration and is applied to real
images in contrast to synthetic images only.

algorithm in order to make vehicle camera self-calibration more
robust is proposed. The workflow (figure 2) covers the following
steps, which will be explained in detail in the following paragraphs. First, semantic segmentation is applied to all recorded
images to obtain a semantic mask for each image. Second, an
exclusion mask is derived from each semantic mask consisting
of image segments belonging to semantic classes of critical objects which should be excluded from correspondence search to
avoid the aforementioned problems. Third, a 3D point cloud of
the road scene is obtained by a structure form motion algorithm using the recorded road scene image sequence together with
the exclusion masks for correspondence search and incremental
reconstruction. Forth, after having completed the reconstruction,
the projective 3D point cloud of the road scene is transformed by
spatial similarity transform using vehicle position data available
for the image recording time points from GPS to obtain a Euclidean 3D point cloud with metric scale. Fifth, a global bundle
adjustment is performed to obtain optimized estimates for the image and scene points as well as the interior and exterior camera
parameters. The method is intended to be performed with an image sequence recorded from a road scene with a vehicle camera
that should be calibrated.

Sparse point cloud
of road scene

Similarity transform

Global bundle
adjustment

Interior orientation
and distortion

Figure 2. Workflow of the proposed method for robust
self-calibration of a vehicle camera by using semantic road
scene knowledge in a semantic-guided structure from motion
algorithm.
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3.1

Semantic segmentation

Semantic knowledge is obtained by image-based semantic segmentation. Inference with a trained model is done for each RGB
image of the calibration image sequence, resulting in pixel-wise
semantic images (figure 1 top right). The model has been trained
on road scene images using ground truth annotations distinguishing typical semantic classes for road scenes, like road, vehicle
or building. As a model is used that has been trained by others
(e.g. (Chen et al., 2018a)), the need for own time-intensive hyperparameter tuning to optimize the model performance is avoided,
and a model can be selected that has been trained using largescale datasets requiring special high performance computing facilities to be available (e.g. 370 GPUs as reported by (Chen et al.,
2018b). Furthermore, by using a trained model, the often costly
need to acquire ground truth annotation for own image sequences
can be avoided.
3.2

Semantic masking

Semantic masking is intended to exclude image parts showing
potentially critical objects from feature extraction to avoid unreliable reference points for camera calibration. Potentially critical
objects are identified by their semantic class.
Based on the previously obtained semantic images, a binary semantic mask is created for each RGB image that should be used
for feature extraction, whereby based on semantic segments one
value (white color in figure 1 bottom left) is assigned to pixels
that should be considered for feature extraction, while the other
value (black color in figure 1 bottom left) is assigned to pixels
that should not be considered for feature extraction. A list of critical semantic classes that allow to extract the semantic segments
of the respective classes from the semantic images that should
not be used for feature extraction has to be provided manually.
Different combinations of classes have been investigated for their
relevance with regard to camera self-calibration, see section 5.
3.3

Fix-pixel masking

Fix-pixel masking is intended to be applied for image parts showing the same objects in each image. In road scene images acquired by a forward-looking on-board camera, this might be true
especially for parts of the ego-car like the bonnet or the windscreen. There are multiple reasons why fix-pixel masking seems
reasonable especially for the case of the ego-car in road scene
images. First, though feature matches between different images
showing the ego-car could probably be found easily, are they undesired as the corresponding 3D scene points would not be in a
consistent coordinate system with the 3D points triangulated from
static parts of the scenes, besides that the baseline necessary for
triangulation would be completely missing. Second, besides the
aforementioned geometric problems, especially in the case of the
ego-car having reflecting metal surfaces or reflecting windshields, there might be undesired feature matches being established between ”real” objects and their reflections in RGB images. Third,
as the semantic knowledge obtained by semantic segmentation relies on processing of these RGB images, reflections might cause
wrong semantic classes to be assigned, which would consequently lead to errors in the subsequent steps like semantic masking or
semantic matching.
Fix-pixel segments are created by manually defining the contour
polygon of the segment covering the desired image part (e.g.
showing the ego-car). Afterwards, the fix-pixel segments are
fused with the semantic segments (see subsection 3.2) into a common semantic mask.

3.4

Remaining structure from motion pipeline

The remaining structure from motion pipeline used for this paper
follows the method proposed by (Schönberger and Frahm, 2016),
and covers the following steps: After feature extraction considering the semantic masks, exhaustive matching is performed, i.e.
matches are searched in all image pairs, as no real-time requirements have to be met. Having correspondences for all images
established after the matching step, a sparse 3D point cloud of
the road scene is obtained by sparse reconstruction. The reconstruction is initialized with a random image pair, then the images
are registered, 3D coordinates of scene points calculated by triangulation and optimized by bundle adjustment. These scene points
define the reference points for calibration. For sparse reconstruction, the same camera model is used for all images, assuming that
there have been no changes in the interior orientation and distortion parameters during the time the image sequence has been
acquired. After sparse reconstruction, the point cloud is transformed to integrate metric scaling into the point cloud based on a
similarity transformation. As the same camera model is used for
all images, sparse reconstruction provides already an Euclidean
point cloud instead of a projective one (Hartley, 1993), wherefore
a similarity transformation is sufficient for scale integration. The
transformation parameters are calculated using camera positions for which external position information from GPS is available.
As the time points and frequency of GPS positions and images
don’t match, filtered camera positions are obtained by linear interpolation between raw camera positions from GPS. As last step,
a global bundle adjustment is performed on the final transformed
3D point cloud reconstructed from all images of the sequence to
obtain optimized estimates for the scene points and the interior
and exterior camera parameters.
4. EXPERIMENTS
The proposed method is evaluated with a sequence of 300 road
scene images recorded by the multi-sensor vehicle MODISSA
(Borgmann et al., 2018) during a test drive through a suburban
environment. Semantic segmentation is done using the Deeplabv3+ network (Chen et al., 2018a), which is in one of the leading
places in the Cityscapes benchmark for semantic segmentation of
road scene images (Cordts et al., 2019). The used model has been
trained by the Deeplabv3+ developers on the Cityscapes dataset
(Cordts et al., 2016). 3D reconstruction is done with COLMAP
(Schönberger and Frahm, 2016), which has shown best performance in a comparison with other structure from motion algorithms (Bianco et al., 2018). A camera model with two focal
length parameters, two principal point parameters and two radial and two tangential distortion parameters according to (Brown,
1971) is used.
4.1

Semantic masking experiments

The list of semantic classes used to derive the semantic masks follows the Cityscapes class definition (Cordts et al., 2016), whereby
several classes are grouped by the following categories: First vehicle: bicycle, bus, car, caravan, license plate, motorcycle, trailer, train, truck, second nature: terrain, vegetation, third human:
person, rider, forth construction: bridge, building, fence, guard
rail, tunnel, wall, fifth flat: parking, rail track, road, sidewalk,
sixth object: pole, pole group, traffic light, traffic sign; last, the
class sky forms its own category. Additionally, the ego car mask
is given.
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The following experiments have been performed with different sets of semantic classes that have been excluded from feature
extraction by applying the appropriate mask:

• Experiment 1: No semantic masking, defines the baseline
• Experiment 2: Additionally to 1, ego car, category vehicle
• Experiment 3: Additionally to 1, ego car, category nature
• Experiment 4: Additionally to 1, ego car, category sky
• Experiment 5: Additionally to 1, ego car, category human
• Experiment 6: Additionally to 1, ego car, category construction
• Experiment 7: Additionally to 1, ego car, category flat
• Experiment 8: Additionally to 1, ego car, category object

Exp.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

#F
1580586
1466027
429435
1492879
1509078
1381974
1284702
1497729
1464801
384137

#M
17172
13239
8755
13200
13447
13089
12451
13398
13211
6630

#3D
69083
66562
29032
68219
68809
62895
47771
68156
66591
28079

R [1]
785084
760181
264624
772647
788617
688276
640743
779162
759214
245081

RPE [px]
0.477
0.477
0.527
0.476
0.481
0.477
0.490
0.480
0.477
0.447

Table 1. Dataset statistics with number of features (#F), number
of matches (#M), number of 3D points (#3D), redundancy (R)
and mean reprojection error of all feature points (RPE). #3D, R
and RPE are averaged across all test runs of each experiment.

• Experiment 9: Additionally to 1, ego car, all road users, i.e.
categories human, vehicle

5.1

• Experiment 10: Additionally to 1, ego car, all movable objects, i.e. categories human, sky, vegetation, vehicle

Dataset statistics (table 1) show that the baseline method (experiment 1) has a larger number of features than any of the experiments with semantic masks (experiments 2 - 10), what is intuitive
through the nature of excluding image parts from feature extraction. While for the most experiments the feature number drops
by less than 20 percent, is the drop larger than 70 percent for experiments 3 and 10. Interestingly, experiment 3 shows the worst
reprojection error, while experiment 10 shows the best one across
all experiments. Excluding experiments 3 and 10, the drop in the
number of matches relative to the baseline method is larger than
the drop in the number of extracted features. More interestingly, except for experiment 7, the drop in the number of 3D points
relative to the baseline is smaller than the drop in the number of
features, which might be interpreted that the features of semanticguided SfM are better suitable for triangulating 3D points. For
every experiment, the redundancy is larger than the redundancy
of the reference test field calibration, bringing one major advantage compared to test field calibration into account. For most experiments, the reprojection error deviates around 1/100 px from
the baseline method; only for experiment 10, the reprojection error decreases by approximately 3/100 px. All experiments show
a smaller reprojection error than reference calibration (see subsection 4.2).

4.2

Reference calibration

For obtaining reference values for a comparison with the outcome
of the proposed method, test field camera calibration is done. According to (Luhmann et al., 2016), calibration with 2D test fields can be disadvantageous in terms of accuracy and correlations
between parameters, wherefore the reference calibration relies
on a 3D test field consisting of three orthogonal planes forming an ”open cube” with checkerboard patterns on each plane;
the checkerboard corners define the reference points. Reference
calibration is done by the following steps. First, The pixel coordinates of the corners are extracted by the method described
by (Geiger et al., 2012). The world coordinates are obtained
based on the known size of the checkerboard squares. Second,
initial values for the interior orientation and distortion parameters
are obtained by single-plane calibration using openCV (OpenCV,
2017). Third, updated values for the interior orientation and the
distortion parameters as well as the relative orientation between
the test field and the calibration images are obtained by multiplane calibration using openCV. For both the second and third
step, the complete set of calibration images is divided based on
random separation into multiple subsets to filter out outlier images and to make a single calibration step computationally less
expensive. The final interior parameter and distortion coefficients
values are obtained by averaging over successful multi-plane calibrations with the aforementioned subsets, whereby a low reprojection error is used as measure for success. In average, a reprojection error of 0.666 px is obtained.
5. EVALUATION WITH AN SUBURBAN ROAD SCENE
IMAGE SEQUENCE
The following description of the results is three-folded, taking
data statistics, feature distributions and a comparison between the
proposed method and the reference calibration into account. Each
experiment is run multiple times with different initial image pairs
as an important non-deterministic factor in a SfM pipeline, leading to different 3D reconstructions. Thereby, precision values are
obtained that are used for statistical hypothesis tests.

5.2

Data statistics

Feature distribution

The feature distribution across the complete image has special
importance for camera calibration with regard to the validity of
estimated parameters only for certain image parts or the complete
image (Luhmann et al., 2006). By visual inspection of figure 3,
an uneven distribution of the features can be seen for all experiments, ranging from areas with no or only a few features (dark
blue color) until areas with around 100 features; though, more
than approximately 60 features occur only in very small image
parts (e.g. bonnet in experiment 1). For example, in the lower
left image part showing the road (cf. figure 1), the number of features is lower compared to other image parts typically showing
surrounding objects. For some experiments, individual observations can be made. For experiment 7, the center part of the lower
image half contains less features than for most other experiments.
For experiments 3 and 10, remarkably larger image parts contain
no or only few features (dark blue color) compared to all other
experiments; this observation matches with the lower numbers in
table 1. For experiment 1, features on the car bonnet are detected
very often; though, they are not reliable for SfM as there are no
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motions between images for these features. At least from visual
inspection, negative impact of semantic masking on the feature
distribution cannot be seen for the most experiments.

ponents fx and cx . Fifth, experiment 6 shows the best precision
(least values) for three parameters (fy , cy and p1 ), experiments
2 (k1 , k2 ) and 4 (cx , p2 ) for two parameters and experiment 8
for one parameter (fx ). Again, the baseline method never shows
the least deviation. Sixth, statistical hypothesis testing shows that
no deviation between reference and the experiments is significant
for the parameters fx , cx , and all distortion parameters. For fy ,
cy , only the deviations for experiment 3 are significant; though, it
has to be considered that the precision for experiment 3 is worse
up to a factor of 100 compared to the other experiments. Seventh,
further tests show that deviations for some of the estimated interior orientation and distortion parameters from the baseline method
are significant for each experiment except number three; for no
experiment, all deviations are significant.
5.4

Discussion

The proposed method relies on good performing semantic segmentation; though, the proposed method currently does not assess the quality of the segmentation nor includes special processing steps to reduce or avoid the influence of errors like averaging
semantic masks from consecutive time points.

Figure 3. Distribution of features across the complete image for
the different experiments. For only very few pixels, features
occur more than 60 times. Values are referred to the complete
sequence of 300 images.
5.3

Deviation from reference calibration

From the deviations between interior orientation and distortion
parameter values estimated by the proposed method and the reference method, several observations can be made by visual (figure
4) and numerical analysis. First, experiment 6 shows the smallest
deviations for three parameters (x component of focal length fx
and tangential distortion parameters p1 , p2 ), while experiments
3 (y component of focal length fy , y component of the principal
point cy ) and 10 for two parameters (radial distortion parameters
k1 , k2 ) and experiment 7 for one (x component of the principal
point cx ). The baseline method never shows the smallest deviations from reference. Second, remarkably, experiment 7 shows
visually larger deviations than other experiments for almost all
parameters. Third, the radial distortion parameters k1 , k2 have a
different sign for experiment 10. Forth, all deviations for the y
component of both focal length fy and principal point cy are remarkably larger than the deviations of the corresponding x com-

Figure 4. Deviations of interior orientation and distortion
parameter values estimated by the proposed method from values
estimated by reference calibration. Same scale for each left-right
pair. Experiment 3 is not shown as some of its deviation values
are by magnitudes larger compared to the other experiments.

Regarding camera calibration, a more through evaluation of the
estimated interior orientation and distortion parameters could give
more insights into the benefits and limitations of the proposed
method; rather for self-calibration than for test field calibration,
strong correlations between estimated camera parameters might
occur. This applies for vehicle camera calibration in particular,
as some degrees of freedom between camera and reference points
are fixed, like the rotation around the optical axis, making more
thorough evaluation beneficial. Additionally, the reference calibration was obtained by averaging over several image subsets using openCV-based calibration, no bundle adjustment using
the complete image set has been performed. Nevertheless, the
proposed method has shown to be able to achieve smaller deviations from reference calibration and better precision values than
the baseline method. The selection of the appropriate semantic
classes for generating the semantic mask appears to be important
with regard to the deviations and the precision. Best performance
(see discussion of deviations and precision in subsection 5.3) is
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observed for semantic masks considering the ego-car and the semantic category construction.
6. CONCLUSION
In this contribution, a method for on-board vehicle camera selfcalibration relying on a semantic-guided structure from motion
algorithm has been proposed. Image-based semantic segmentation is applied to create semantic masks excluding image parts
showing critical objects like moving objects with potential negative influence on camera calibration from feature extraction in the
structure from motion pipeline. The method has been tested on
an image sequence recorded in an suburban road scene. Results show that for semantic masks obtained for selected semantic
classes, smaller deviations from a reference camera calibration
can be obtained compared to not using the semantic guidance
in the structure from motion algorithm. Obviously, future work
should aim at integrating the semantic guidance into other steps
of the structure from motion pipeline, like keypoint matching or
sparse reconstruction. Furthermore, more comprehensive statistical information about the estimated parameters, especially covariance matrices, should be derived from bundle adjustment and
be used for a more thorough evaluation of the proposed method.
Last, to prove the applicability for use in automotive applications, the robustness of the proposed method in various road scenes
with different kinds of buildings and vegetation or in bad weather
conditions, for example, should be investigated.
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